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Abstract
The article examines how the German city of Leipzig governs the housing of asylum seekers. Leipzig was a frontrunner in
organizing the decentralized accommodation of asylum seekers when adopting its accommodation concept in 2012. This
concept aimed at integrating asylum-seeking persons in the regular housing market at an early stage of arrival. However,
since then, the city of Leipzig faces more and more challenges in implementing the concept. This is particularly due to the
increasingly tight situation on the housing market while the number of people seeking protection increased and partly
due to discriminating and xenophobic attitudes on the side of house owners and managers. Therefore, we argue that the
so-called refugee crisis of 2015–2016 has to be seen in close interaction with a growing general housing shortage in Leipzig
like in many other large European cities. Furthermore, we understand the municipal governing of housing as a contested
field regarding its entanglement of diverse federal levels and policy scales, the diversity of stakeholders involved, and its
dynamic change over the last years. We analyze this contested field set against the current context of arrival and dynamic
urban growth on a local level. Based on empirical qualitative research that was conducted by us in 2016, Leipzig’s local
specifics will be investigated under the umbrella of our conceptual framework of Governance of Arrival. The issues of a
strained housing market and the integration of asylum seekers in it do not apply only to Leipzig, but shed light on similar
developments in other European Cities.
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1. Introduction
Three years after the “long summer of migration”
(Kasparek & Speer, 2015), the situation regarding the
arrival of asylum seekers in Germany has changed pro-
foundly. The welcoming atmosphere of 2015, the chal-
lenge of the European border regime through the move-
ments of people, and the “de facto suspension of the
Dublin system” (Ataç, Kron, Schilliger, Schwiertz, & Stierl,
2015) have faded into the background. The process of
change becomes evident through the reinforcement of
asylum laws, further attempts to tighten the existing
Common European Asylum System for refugees and resi-
dence requirements, deportations, and political and me-
dia discourses focusing on refugees and migration as
“a problem”.
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The local level is the newcomers’ place to arrive and
live, and political-administrative actors are setting the
formal framework for their social and economic partici-
pation in society. Many medium and large cities in par-
ticular face a considerable in-migration of assigned asy-
lum seekers and recognized refugees in Germany (Bun-
desinstitut für Bau-, Stadt- und Raumforschung [BBSR],
2017; Hallenberg, 2017) and therefore, urban planning
is in demand to deal with the different aspects of ar-
rival and integration. Here, housing is a fundamental first
step in the arrival process and a precondition of further
long-term integration.Within the last years, several stud-
ies or databases have been established that enable a
comparative perspective in Europe (see Asylum Informa-
tion Database, 2015; European Commission, 2018; In-
ternational Federation for Housing and Planning [IFHP],
2016). However, studies that focus on the housing issue
remained few among mushrooming publications on asy-
lum and refugees.
This article focuses on the possibilities and chal-
lenges of municipal administration enabling asylum seek-
ers to find a place to live within the regular housing
market in Germany. Therefore, it discusses how accom-
modation and housing of asylum seekers are organized
and governed in German cities. In particular, it assesses
whether the housing of asylum seekers can be described
as a new policy field for urban planning and policy and
to what extent it represents a contested field character-
ized by challenges and interest conflicts between the in-
volved actors.
The article will present the local strategies of plan-
ning and providing housing for asylum seekers in the
city of Leipzig a municipality that is located in Eastern
Germany, former GDR, and shows an atypical develop-
ment for the region. When publishing a concept that
aimed at integrating asylum seekers in the regular hous-
ing market at an early stage of arrival in 2012, the city of
Leipzig was a pioneer in organizing so-called decentral-
ized accommodation. Right from the start, the munici-
pality faced challenges in implementing this concept and
the situation was aggravated in the context of post-2015
developments. Using the example of the city of Leipzig,
with its almost 600,000 inhabitants in June 2018, this ar-
ticle represents valuable information on how the arrival
of asylum seekers is handled in a large German city con-
fronted with an increasingly contested housing market.
While conceiving housing as a contested field, the ar-
ticle outlines the bureaucratic regulations and require-
ments municipalities and asylum seekers face, describes
the insufficient support and discrimination during the
search for an apartment, and takes the structural influ-
ence of the local housingmarket into account. Therefore,
the authors unfold the federal structures and regulations
and show that this Governance of Arrival (henceforth
GoA) has consequences for planning processes dealing
with the housing of asylum-seekers on a local level (Sec-
tion 2). After introducing the context of Leipzig (Sec-
tion 3), we discuss our empirical findings with regard to
this conceptual outline. Our findings are based on empir-
ical studies carried out in 2016 and include an analysis
of different (municipal) documents as well as qualitative
interviews conducted with representatives of the munic-
ipality and stakeholders from civil society and the hous-
ing market (Section 4). The conclusion (Section 5) sum-
marizes the responses to our research objectives and
provides an outlook with respect to the further develop-
ment, re-embedding Leipzig into a larger context.
2. GoA: A Conceptual Framework
The structure of our analysis is guided by two conceptual
ideas. On the one hand, we develop a conceptual frame-
work that we call GoA, which includes all rules, gover-
nance structures and involved groups of actors that deal
with the arrival of asylum seekers. On the other hand,
we will focus in particular on the policy field of accom-
modation and housing in a context of demand surplus
and lack of low-price housing, as it is typical for many
large cities in Germany and other European countries or
beyond. Our intention is to combine these two perspec-
tives in order to: 1) understand their interrelations and
2) to show how general features of housing market con-
ditions and development, as well as the specifics of the
arrival and the situation of asylum seekers as a group of
newcomers on German urban housing markets, are lead-
ing to new challenges for local actors.
Across Europe, the responsible authorities, systems,
and conditions of accommodation and housing for asy-
lum seekers are variegated, e.g., regarding the actors in-
volved, such as state and local authorities, NGOs, pri-
vate companies, and the types of facilities (see European
Migration Network [EMN], 2014). In most EU-member
states, asylum applicants are accommodated in initial
accommodation facilities during the (first steps of the)
asylum procedure. Later, the majority of states makes
use of more or less open collective facilities or com-
munity accommodation, while a certain share of EU
members (additionally) make use of private houses or
flats (e.g., Austria, Czech Republic, France, Hungary, Italy,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom; see EMN, 2014, p. 14).
Germany is the only country in the European Union
where regional or local authorities carry the financial and
executive responsibility for reception facilities. In other
member countries, a state authority has full responsibil-
ity for the implementation and day-to-day running or, as
is the case in Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Italy, and Sweden,
shares it with local authorities (EMN, 2014, p. 15).
The German asylum system is based on a complex in-
terplay of laws and regulations on the EU, federal, state,
andmunicipal level (Aumüller, 2018; Schammann, 2015).
Thismultilevel systemdefines responsibilities and affects
inter alia the types of accommodation during the asy-
lum process and the possibility for asylum seekers to en-
ter the regular housing market. After entering the coun-
try, asylum seekers are sent to initial reception centers
where they have to stay for a maximum of six months.
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The distribution among the 16 federal states is based on
a quota system, called Königstein Key, which takes into
account the state’s tax revenue and the number of inhabi-
tants and thus tries to share the efforts and expenditures
of reception. The federal states are obliged to supply a
sufficient number of accommodations in these initial re-
ception centers and can pass laws and guidelines on is-
sues such as housing, freedom of movement, and the
further distribution of asylum seekers within the federal
state. From the initial reception centers, asylum seekers
are allocated to districts and county boroughs and the lo-
cal authorities are in charge of further accommodation
until the end of the asylum procedure.
The federal states are partially covering the arising
costs while the specific forms of financing differ widely
and mainly do not compensate for the expenditures of
the local administration (Aumüller, 2018, p. 181). For
asylum seekers, the municipality they are assigned to
represents their obligatory place of residence until the
end of the asylum procedure. Within the German asy-
lum system, the municipalities have a “hybrid identity”
(Schammann, 2015, p. 28): On the one hand, they have
to fulfill laws and obligations at higher federal levels; on
the other hand, they are authorized tomanage their own
affairs which opens up a certain scope of action regard-
ing the local reception of asylum seekers and refugees.
According to federal law, municipalities have the duty to
host a certain number of asylum seekers and should pro-
vide a respective number of places in so-called commu-
nity accommodations.
While these shared accommodations are still the reg-
ular case in most municipalities, a rising number of ad-
ministrations use their scope of action to implement al-
ternative accommodation options. Since around the year
2000, a couple of municipalities (e.g., Berlin, Cologne,
Dresden, Leipzig and Leverkusen) have introduced ac-
commodation concepts that follow the idea of so-called
decentralized housing (Aumüller, 2018, p. 184; Wendel,
2014, p. 10). Different rationalities, such as humanitar-
ian vs. economic are shaping these transitions. The con-
cepts are the outcome of political and public debates
and struggles about the exclusionary and often inhu-
mane living conditions in large accommodation centers
combined with general uncertainty and psychological
pressure during the asylum procedure (Aumüller, 2018,
p. 185; Eckardt, 2018). According to Fontanari (2015),
these large facilities lead to a condition of time suspen-
sion, non-belonging, and in-betweenness affecting asy-
lum seekers’ sense of self and posing a “threshold of cit-
izenship”. The transition from state-organized accommo-
dation to housing market access can be seen as one of
several transitions in different realms of civil and social
rights that refugees undergo when changing between le-
gal statuses during the asylum-seeking process (El-Kayed
& Hamann, 2018, p. 144). Furthermore, decentralized
housing instead of large, shared accommodation centers
does not offer a clearly visible target and symbol for anti-
refugee protest and racist attacks.
Still, the interpretation and notion of decentralized
accommodation differs widely between the municipali-
ties and may relate to the possibility of living in a flat
rented by the municipality, renting one’s own flat, or to
a procedure where people are assigned to a roomwithin
a flat or housing unit within a larger shared accommoda-
tion (Aumüller, 2018, pp. 186–187). The upper limit of
rent is not federally regulated but set by the social wel-
fare office in charge. In general, the rates gear towards
the local rates of the covered costs for accommodation of
other beneficiaries like unemployed persons. In Decem-
ber 2017, 44,5% of all asylum-seeking persons receiv-
ing allocations in Germany have been living in so-called
decentralized accommodation (Statistisches Bundesamt,
2018a), but it can be assumed that some federal states
subsume smaller types of collective accommodation un-
der “decentralized” housing aswell (Mierswa, 2016, p. 8).
After recognition of a right to asylum, refugees are en-
titled to receive the regular state welfare and have to
move into a flat on their own if they had lived in com-
munity accommodation previously.
In reality, in municipalities allowing decentralized
housing and refugees who had to move out of the mu-
nicipal accommodation after obtaining a residence per-
mit, asylum seekers essentially have to overcome many
of barriers. The dependence on social welfare and a low
share of affordable housing in many German cities make
it difficult to find flats to rent and lead to a concurrence
with other beneficiaries of social welfare or even a “black
market” for subleasing and renting (Aumüller, 2015,
pp. 59, 113–114; BBSR, 2017, pp. 7–8). Asylum seek-
ers, as additional demanders on the evermore-contested
housing markets in many German cities aggravate the
problem of demand surplus, primarily in the low-price-
segment. In the struggle for affordable apartments, peo-
ple who are perceived as “foreigners” and/or receive
state support particularly face considerable discrimina-
tion in the housing market (Federal Anti-Discrimination
Agency [FADA], 2016).
2.1. Towards GoA: Reception of Asylum Seekers as a
New Municipal Policy Field
In the last decades, the municipalities’ social and hous-
ing policies did not include asylum seekers or refugees
as a target group. Often, even integration measures
for migrants deliberately excluded both groups. As this
political disintegration collided with their real-life pres-
ence and the rising number of arrivals at least since
2012, local politics and administration had to find new
approaches towards the social and integration-related
needs (Aumüller, 2018, pp. 182–183). The reception
of large numbers of asylum seekers, especially around
2015, challenged the municipalities’ policies and strate-
gies in an unforeseen way. New ways of problem
solving had to be found and cooperation with non-
governmental-actors received amuch larger importance,
as it was enlarged, intensified, or adapted to the needs
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of the situation. Many ways of cooperation had to
be established.
These changes in policies and approaches in asy-
lum seekers’ reception on the local level can be in-
terpreted as the bottleneck within a wider change of
urban governance and planning. Financial constraints
and the need to act more efficiently urge municipali-
ties to adjust their modes of decision making, service
provision, and designing of urban policies towards new
forms of complex urban governance with a multitude
of actors and networked forms of coordination. In this
context a “governance-beyond-the-state” (Swyngedouw,
2005) emerged:
Which give[s] a much greater role in policy-making,
administration, and implementation to private eco-
nomic actors on the one hand and to parts of civil
society on the other in self-managing what until re-
cently was provided or organized by the national or
local state. (Swyngedouw, 2005, p. 1992)
“Governance arrangements” are, according to Swynge-
douw (2005), an outcome of these processes and involve
a more or less “horizontal interaction among presump-
tive equal participants without distinction between their
public or private status, while these actors are described
as independent, but at the same time interdependent
actors” (Swyngedouw, 2005, p. 1994). New institutions
emerge, and actors are empowered, but presumably in-
novative arrangements “are fundamentally Janus-faced,
particularly under conditions in which the democratic
character of the political sphere is increasingly eroded by
the encroaching imposition of market forces that set the
‘rules of the game’” (Swyngedouw, 2005, p. 1993).
The developments in the field of local asylum seek-
ers’ reception and accommodation canbediscussedwith
this perspective as many municipalities were relying on
new forms of cooperation and networking between the
state, civil society, charities, and private-sector actors to
organize further shared accommodation, acquire apart-
ments, and provide necessary support regarding formal
and social aspects related to housing. Volunteers pro-
vided a crucial contribution to fulfilling initial municipal
tasks of local refugee reception and administrations try
to foster and bind this resource by implementing net-
works and coordinative as well as financial support for
civic engagement (Gesemann & Roth, 2016). While the
German “welcome culture” and civil society’s contribu-
tion to the “humanitarian challenge” had been praised
in the media and by politicians, other voices point to
the fact that the reception of refugees has followed poli-
cies of deterrence. In addition, the reduction in reception
infrastructure in previous years and civil society’s activi-
ties have served as a compensation for structural weak-
nesses or even concealed the failure of authorities (see
Hinger, 2016; Karakayali & Kleist, 2016).
Based on the concept of “cultural landscapes” as
modes of ordering the world (Mitchell, 2002, p. 381),
Hinger, Schäfer and Pott (2016) develop a notion of a
“landscape of asylum” as a socio-spatial construct that
emerges out of the multi-level negotiation process re-
garding the accommodation of asylum-seeking persons.
They conceive this landscape of asylum as a “place-
specific process-structure and socio-political orderwhich
encompasses much more than local politics” and is con-
stantly being reproduced and reshaped (Hinger et al.,
2016, p. 453). Informed by this notion of the local recep-
tion of asylum-seeking persons as a place-specific pro-
cess structure, we adopt the perspective of a local GoA
as a specification of urban governance with regard to the
reception of asylum seekers, as the evolved socio-spatial
arrangements are place-specific and temporal, shaped
and reproduced by the interplay and interdependencies
of the local actors.
In this article, GoA is conceived as all formal and infor-
mal framings of local refugee reception, thus encompass-
ing the municipal tasks within the federal asylum system
as well as the municipalities’ scope of action regarding
policies related to further social and economic integra-
tion and possible participation into (urban) society. This
also relates to the administrations’ reactions to changing
demands. The extraordinary circumstances in 2015 in-
tensified the need to forma newmunicipal field of action
that still lives on today and involves diverse forms of co-
operation with non-governmental actors. Either the im-
petus for a governance change was an active willingness
of municipalities to create an inclusive andwelcoming ar-
rival scenario, or they were partially pushed by their le-
gal tasks and the mere presence of asylum seekers and
refugees to find solutions—or both at the same time.
Linking the two theoretical framing landscapes of asy-
lum and GoA seems to be a fruitful way to focus on
the planning and political structure of the arrival pro-
cess. Arrival processes in the center of reflection serve
the purpose of scrutinizing the preconditions of integra-
tion aspects.
We identify three dimensions of a GoA: 1) the devel-
opment of a new policy field within the hybrid identity of
municipalities in the last couple of years; 2) the need to
include new actors in the implementation process and
to (re-)develop governance arrangements; and 3) a dy-
namic process regarding time, space, and action. As such,
they together capture structural and planning aspects of
the arrival situation.
In this article, we will focus on the issue of housing as
a core issue of reception and as an important condition
for a long-term integration process. Thus, we concen-
trate on the specific complex situation of asylum seekers
and depict the state-dominated processes with regard to
housing and accommodation, a field shaped by different
laws and practices of actors involved on various federal
levels. Thus, we conceive this field as highly contested
as it is particularly characterized by negotiation, conflict,
and often-contradictory logic. This already becomes ob-
vious in the fact that at federal and state level, migration
is often discussed within the framework of regulatory is-
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sues while, at the local or municipal level, migration is-
sues are mainly discussed related to practical implemen-
tation or (long-term) integration. This general cleavage
between federal levels may also affect how asylum seek-
ers are accommodated (central vs. decentral).
3. Urban Development and Asylum in the City
of Leipzig
Leipzig is a post-socialist city and has gone through differ-
ent, even extreme phases of development since the Ger-
man reunification. Like most cities in Eastern and Central
Europe, it was an ethnically very homogeneous city in
the state socialist phase; the proportion of foreigners be-
fore 1989 was around 3%. The transformation period of
the 1990s was characterized by deindustrialization and
a massive shrinkage. The city lost more than 100,000 in-
habitants or about 20% of the 1989 population due to
emigration, suburbanization, and declining birth rates. At
the same time, migrants from different countries, espe-
cially from the former Soviet Union and Poland, came to
Leipzig on a yearly basis of 1–2,000 people (Philipps &
Rink, 2009, p. 402), a typically migrant quarter started
to develop in Leipzig’s inner east. When Leipzig saw
moderate growth and reurbanization in the 2000s, im-
migration from abroad initially remained low, as unem-
ployment was very high and jobs hard to get. Until the
2010s, the diversity of the population in Leipzig contin-
uously increased: in 2015, 8% were foreigners (with a
non-German passport) and 12% of the population had
a migration background. Driven by several large indus-
trial and service investments in the 2000s, Leipzig en-
tered a phase of dynamic growth in the 2010s; during re-
cent years, in-migration increased to over 10,000 people
per year (approx. 2%). Because of the crisis in Southern
Europe, immigration from abroad has increased and ac-
counts for one third. The total share of migrants rose to
more than 14% (foreigners 9,5%) in 2017 and shows the
highest rateswithin the State of Saxony, but still rates low
when compared to the national level (10,8% foreigners,
22% people with amigrant background; see Statistisches
Bundesamt, 2018b; Stadt Leipzig, 2018b).
The share of foreigners also rose due to an increas-
ing number of asylum seekers that were assigned to
Leipzig in the last couple of years. As described above,
the German asylum system is characterized by the inter-
play of complex multi-level regulations and tasks. While
the State of Saxony has to receive 5% of the asylum
seekers within Germany according to the Königstein Key,
Saxon regulations foresee that Leipzig is obliged to take
in 13% of those arriving in this federal state (Sächsische
Staatskanzlei, 2018). Figure 1 shows the intensive varia-
tion of this assigned number of asylum seekers, while the
state share percentage has almost stayed the same in the
last years.
The arrival of asylum seekers has thus reached an-
nual numbers that had never been the case before. At
the beginning of the 1990s, Leipzig firstly received asy-
lum seekers, initially mainly several hundred persons
from former Yugoslavia and Romania. They had to live in
mass accommodation houses on the outskirts of the city
and had practically no contact with the German popula-
tion. However, from themid/end of the 1990s, as a result
of shrinkage and housing oversupply, it was relatively
easy for them to move into one of the many empty flats
and rents were affordable (Grossmann, Arndt, Haase,
Rink, & Steinführer, 2015). However, only recognized asy-
lum seekers whose long-term integration was supported
could take this opportunity.
Due to a city council resolution in 2010, the munic-
ipality decided to restructure the accommodation pro-
cess of asylum seekers during their asylum procedure
and Leipzig’s mayor was authorized “to develop a con-
cept for a largely decentralized accommodation” (Stadt
Figure 1. Asylum applicants that were assigned to the city of Leipzig. Source: Office for Social Affairs of the city of Leipzig
(Stadt Leipzig, 2018a, p. 2)
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Leipzig, 2010). At that time, only two municipal accom-
modation centers with high capacities existed and the
resolution intended to limit the capacity of newly built
centers to a maximum capacity of 50 persons. Because
of the increasing number of asylum seekers since 2009
and difficulties in finding additional locations for shared
accommodation, the concept could not be completed un-
til 2012.
The Leipzig accommodation concept Housing for Re-
cipients of the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act (henceforth
accommodation concept) foresees a three-step proce-
dure for accommodation (see Figure 2). After the stay in
Saxony’s initial reception centers, asylum seekers should
live in shared municipal accommodation with capacities
for 150 to 200 people for a period of six months up to
one year. After that, they should be assigned to smaller
shared accommodation for about 100 people. Here, ac-
cording to the municipal concept, the asylum seekers
get prepared to live in own apartments and receive as-
sistance in finding one. As a third stage, the model pro-
vides decentralized accommodation, defined as living in
self-selected social units in a flat, which is independently
rented by the inhabitant. Only in exceptional cases, the
city of Leipzig provides housing for asylum seekers in flats
rented by the municipality. The accommodation concept
argues that this decentralized accommodation facilitates
the integration of asylum seekers into urban society and
enables privacy and self-determination. As the possibil-
ity to live in flats instead of shared accommodation is not
foreseen as a regular form of accommodation by the leg-
islator during the asylum procedure, the city of Leipzig
is obliged by the State of Saxony to examine each indi-
vidual case and decide whether the person in question
maymove from shared to decentralized accommodation.
Prerequisites for the move are humanitarian or medical
reasons and a specific application to live in a private flat
filled out by the asylum seeker and approved by the so-
cial welfare office (Stadt Leipzig, 2012, p. 6). Before a le-
gal opinion questioned the lawfulness of this praxis in
December 2017, also called a social prognosis, a valua-
tion of the conduct and personal situation of the asy-
lum seeker by a social worker was part of this process
(Leipziger Internetzeitung, 2017). Furthermore, decen-
tralized accommodation has to be less expensive than
housing in shared accommodation (Stadt Leipzig, 2012,
p. 8). Currently, a single-person household may spend
215.50 EUR on basic rent (Stadt Leipzig, 2018d).
The support by social workers is foreseen at each
step of the accommodation process and the municipal-
ity provides a certain financial support for some regis-
tered associations that support asylum seekers with re-
gard to daily life issues such as the asylum procedure,
work or educational issues, language courses, or housing
related aspects.
While drafting the accommodation concept, it also
became obvious that therewould be difficulties to imple-
ment it as the municipality had problems finding enough
low-cost apartments whose owners were willing to co-
operate, so the accommodation concept needed to be
updated the following year. Already at the time of updat-
ing, many asylum seekers could not find suitable apart-
ments to rent (Stadt Leipzig, 2013, p. 2). Furthermore,
according to the concept, the shared accommodation
and individual apartments should ideally be dispersed
over the whole city due to aspirations of social mix-
ing within neighborhoods and individual housing estates.
Figure 2. Leipzig’s three-step accommodation system for asylum seekers, including quotas for social assistance. Source:
based on Stadt Leipzig (2012).
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Since then, the integration possibilities of the Leipzig
housing market declined steadily, especially in the lower
price segment and few remaining opportunities can be
found in a few selected neighborhoods.
In reaction to the rapidly increasing number of asy-
lum seekers during 2015 (see Figure 1), as in many other
German municipalities, emergency accommodation cen-
ters were opened or extended in Leipzig. Asylum seek-
ers were hosted in a wide range of shelters: in regular
tenements, partially with completed residential units, in
non-residential buildings, such as an exhibition hall or a
hardware store, as well as in temporary shelters, such as
tents and containers. While the stay in large community
accommodations should be limited to the time of the asy-
lum application procedure, a large number of people in
these facilities already received state welfare and thus
should actually have moved into their own apartments.
Landlords who refuse to rent their flats to asylum
seekers and refugees aggravate the general housing
shortage. The reasons not to rent range from uncertain-
ties regarding the tenancy due to ongoing asylum proce-
dures or limited residence permits, to a housingmanage-
ment that tries to avoid “overcharged” houses as well
as openly expressed racist attitudes. As a result, the rate
of accommodation in flats reached a low point in 2015:
while drafting the accommodation concept, more than
60% of all asylum seekers were accommodated in flats
(Stadt Leipzig, 2012, p. 11) during 2015–2016. The share
ranged from under one third to just over 43%.
From 2010 onwards, due to increasing immigration
and decreasing vacancies, the situation on Leipzig’s hous-
ing market started to change (Stadt Leipzig 2015). The
previously high vacancy rates are vanishing, rents have in-
creased and the housing market’s characteristics turned
from supply to demand surplus in the second half of
the 2010s. Now, recipients of social welfare and low-
income earners can no longer provide themselves with
cheap housing; migrants, asylum seekers, and refugees
are additionally excluded by xenophobic reservations or
racist attitudes (Budnik et al., 2016). The changing hous-
ing market is challenging the decentralized approach of
the Leipzig accommodation concept even more.
4. Discussion: Housing as a Contested Field within GoA
The aforementioned developments and structural
changes regarding the accommodation and housing of
asylum seekers can be described as features of the lo-
cal GoA. Hereinafter, we will shed light on the current
actors involved in the GoA, their interactions and coop-
eration, and existing challenges and conflicts to reveal
that Leipzig’s housing market can be seen as a contested
policy field in this regard.
As Figure 3 shows, GoA is a complexmunicipal field of
action. The levels of federal and state government, with
their laws and regulations, and the provision of financial
and human resources, have a decisive influence on the
GoA, even if they are not directly represented in the gov-
ernance structures at the local level.
TheOffice for Social Affairs and its department formi-
grant help are the administrative units in charge of the
basic supply for asylum seekers and their housing. It is
politically controlled by the City Council and depends on
cooperation with other states, intermediary and civil so-
ciety actors such as associations, welfare organizations,
and housing market actors to fulfill these tasks. Some
Figure 3. Governance of arrival. Source: authors’ own elaboration.
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of this cooperation has a longer history, some of which
built on newly established actors or a new appearance
of these actors in the field of refugee reception. Due to
the developments of recent years, the policy field of ac-
commodation was reformed and restructured within the
city’s administration.
The housing of asylum seekers can thus be regarded
as one of several social welfare issues that the Office of
Social Affairs is in charge of. The core formal task within
the GoA is to accommodate the asylum seekers that
the Federal State of Saxony assigns to live in Leipzig. In
othermunicipalities, these tasks are often on the agenda
of the regulative authorities. Through the implementa-
tion of the Leipzig accommodation concept in 2012, this
task should be fulfilled with a specific proclaimed will-
ingness to humanitarian housing and the city of Leipzig
took advantage of the respective legal possibilities, thus
individually framing theGoA. Before the interdepartmen-
tal working group Asylum was established in 2015, the
Office for Social Affairs had to deal with finding, plan-
ning, and implementing shared accommodations and
flats rented by the city without the respective planning
capacities and the relevant position within the munici-
pality administration in general (see Figure 3). This task
was and is especially difficult because of the increasing
affordable housing shortage. In addition to personnel re-
strictions, the Office of Social Affairs faced several core
challenges implementing decentralized housing for asy-
lum seekers. First, it had to negotiate the implementa-
tion of the Leipzig accommodation concept as federal
state actors interpreted it as contradicting Saxon law, sec-
ond asylum seekers’ access to the housing market, and
also the administrative unit’s contact to housing mar-
ket actors was more difficult and complex than expected
and, thirdly, the supply of affordable flats has been con-
stantly diminished since the situation on the Leipzig hous-
ing market became tenser. Overall, this shapes the con-
tested field of housing in Leipzig.
According to information from the Leipzig Office for
Social Affairs, asylum seekers have been accommodated
not only in shared accommodation but also in apart-
ments since 2004, thus, already before the Accommo-
dation concept from 2012. The State of Saxony rejected
this municipal practice following a degree of the Saxon
Ministry of the Interior from2001which allowed a decen-
tralized accommodation in exceptional cases only. Con-
sequently, the drafting and implementation of Leipzig’s
accommodation concept, which foresaw a constant rise
in the percentage of asylum seekers living in flats, was
accompanied by strong critics from the federal State of
Saxony. This situation changed only in 2014 when the
State of Saxony released an own accommodation con-
cept including a commitment to accommodate some
groups of asylum seekers in a decentralized way, e.g. in
own flats or housing units.
Since the adoption of Leipzig’s accommodation con-
cept in 2012, the situation in the city has changed pro-
foundly as the city government and administration were
willing to overcome political, structural and organiza-
tional barriers in order to be able to implement decen-
tralized, i.e. own flat-based housing. In doing so, the hu-
man rights perspective was paid attention to, and, at the
same time, an additional option for accommodating peo-
ple in the time when rising numbers of people were as-
signed to the municipalities in Saxony in 2015/16 could
be provided.
When looking at civic society, we find a complex sit-
uation with competing and contrasting attitudes as well
(see Figure 3). On the one side, there was a considerable
protest against refugee reception and accommodation
within the city of Leipzig. The reception of refugees was
questioned, in principle, by the right-wing populist move-
ment LEGIDA (a pendant to themorewell-known PEGIDA
movement that started to act in 2014 in Dresden) and the
right-wing populist party AfD (Alternative forGermany) in
Leipzig as in many other places across Germany. Smaller
initiatives specifically opposed community accommoda-
tions in certain neighborhoods and in one case prevented
the housing of asylum seekers and refugees in a single-
family housing estate. On the other hand, there is a mul-
titude of associations and initiatives that support or even
demand the reception of refugees in Leipzig. These ini-
tiatives support asylum seekers and refugees on a daily
basis, bring them in touch with longer-term inhabitants,
and foster their social participation in urban society.
While associations and activist groups have been in-
fluencing political actors and policies regarding the hous-
ing of asylum seekers for many years, and new gover-
nance structures have evolved that are building on re-
spective resources. Thus, the intensity and modes of in-
terference have become more diverse since the drafting
and implementation of the Leipzig accommodation con-
cept, considering the high number of incoming asylum-
seeking persons since 2014. The aim of Leipzig’s decen-
tralized accommodation concept was to clearly state
that to live in an own flat should be considered as the
only humane option to provide (longer-term) housing for
refugees. To reach this aim, the concept was elaborated
based on networking activities including various actors.
This process was accompanied by long-term protests
of civic society associations pointing to the rights of
refugees and making their situation and needs visible.
The Refugee Council, an association that aimed at rais-
ing awareness regarding the situation of refugees in the
city of Leipzig, took an active part in the drafting of the
concept and played a role in its implementation when of-
fering social consultation for asylum seekers living in own
flats. On the contrary, the civic association for human dig-
nity acts as a critical observant questioning the necessity
for the shared accommodation steps within the concept.
The Contact Point Housing initiative (Kontaktstelle
Wohnen) can be interpreted as a governance arrange-
ment (Swyngedouw, 2005) within the local GoA. It serves
as an example for the active involvement of non-state ac-
tors in fulfilling municipal tasks as its activities are explic-
itly dedicated to supporting asylum seekers and refugees
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with finding a flat and dealing with the bureaucratic pro-
cess of state support payment for housing. The persons
involved, partly from the Association for Human Dignity,
saw an urgent need to create new support structures
and could rely on networks and experience in housing
issues through their voluntary engagement (for refugees
and social aspects of Leipzig’s housingmarket in general).
Funding from the city of Leipzig and other sources al-
lowed them to open an office in 2015 and begin to get
in touch with housing market actors to create awareness
for the issue of refugee housing. A central strategy was
to manage a pool of volunteers to support people as
housing peers to overcome barriers based on language
and structural knowledge of how to navigate through the
process of house seeking. As their approach was unique
in Germany at that time, they soon gained wide politi-
cal and public attention. The task of the Contact Point
Housing was to establish a bridge between the state au-
thorities in charge of the accommodation of asylum seek-
ers or refugees and house owners, housing associations,
and enterprises. They should support people to get their
own rent contracts, thus helping them to move out of
shared accommodation facilities. As a civil society actor,
the Contact Point Housing builds a partnershipwith state
actors and gets involved with their unique resources and
personal commitments. They partially fulfill municipal
tasks as they support the municipality to implement the
Leipzig accommodation concept. Still, the dependence
on funds is creating the necessity to negotiate the goals
and scope of actions andmakes it difficult to plan for the
longer term. Furthermore, the most obvious challenge
for their work has recently been the tight housing mar-
ket in Leipzig.
The accommodation concept is a planning instru-
ment for asylum seekers’ integration into the housing
market, but the recent reality shows that flats that meet
the financial constraints of state welfare can only be
found in certain areas of the city, thus causing residen-
tial segregation instead of preventing it. An analysis of
housing offers for the year 2017 has shown that only 3%
of the offered flats in Leipzig are suitable for asylum seek-
ers. These apartments are located almost exclusively in
the prefabricated housing areas in the western and east-
ern parts of the city (Rink, Schneider, & Haase, 2018).
This increases ethnic segregation, which is higher in East
German cities such as Leipzig, with a relatively lower pro-
portion of foreigners than in West German cities (Helbig
& Jähnen, 2018, p. 33). The tense situation regarding asy-
lum seekers’ search for apartments became particularly
apparent when the municipal housing company faced al-
legations of bribery in 2016. A black market for flats had
already emerged the year before, as the waiting lists for
social housing made people wait for a year or more until
they were offered an apartment, while the payment of
up to 1000 EUR enabled people to sign a contract within
a few days (Leipziger Volkszeitung, 2016).
Altogether urban policies have to negotiate along a
thin line between addressing the specific needs and con-
straints of people with an asylum background and oth-
ering/discriminating them through special concepts that
show little or no conceptual coherence with other ur-
ban policies and the integrated urban planning perspec-
tive, as the new integrative master plan shows (Stadt
Leipzig, 2018a). On the one hand, asylum seekers rep-
resent a group with a certain residence status, a tempo-
rally limited perspective to stay, language barriers, and
social and economic opportunities. Thus, there are cer-
tain needs and constraints which are typical for their sit-
uation, even though the individual situation might differ
widely. Many of those face the possible or actual expe-
rience with forms of racism and discrimination. On the
other hand, it can be discussed as a form of othering if
issues such as (decentralized) housing, that are closely in-
terconnected with the housing market and its dynamics
are handled in a special accommodation concept, while
Leipzig’s accommodation concept rarely acknowledges
this group (asylum seekers) as a demand group. So, any
solution represents a more or less successful compro-
mise between those poles.
Summarizing, we can determine the GoA and espe-
cially the issue of housing as a contested field mainly
with a perspective on involved actors and actors’ inter-
ests. We call it “contested” for several reasons: When
looking at the municipality, first, asylum-related policy
fields have interrelations with policy fields such as urban
planning, housing, and socialwelfare. Second, the emerg-
ing questions regarding the reception of refugees urge
different units of municipal administration to find ways
of collaboration. Third, with their different foci and inter-
ests, they have to find new forms of coordination. When
looking at the public sphere and civil society, new con-
flicts of how to organize the housing and co-existence of
locals and refugees become obvious. Fourth, and most
contested, is Leipzig’s housing market (which is in line
with the result of othermulti-case-study analyses such as
BBSR, 2017). Here, the reduction of social housing over
the last decades due to privatization led tomunicipalities
having a very small leeway for influencing and controlling
the housing market. The resulting insufficient supply of
accommodation possibilities and affordable flats poses
a great challenge with regard to the increased needs of
asylum seekers.
5. Conclusions
The article has analyzed how the accommodation and
housing of asylum seekers are organized and governed
in German cities, using the example of the city of Leipzig.
In particular, it has focused on the housing of asylum
seekers as a new policy field for urban planning at the
local scale and has asked how far it can be described as a
contested field that is characterized by many challenges
and interest conflicts between the actors involved. We
adopted the perspective of a local GoA as a specification
of urban governance with regard to the reception of asy-
lum seekers, as the evolved socio-spatial arrangements
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are place-specific and temporal, shaped and reproduced
by the interplay and interdependencies of the local ac-
tors, as we described in the previous chapter. Accommo-
dation and housing for asylum seekers became a new
field of urban policy over the last years, and the specific
situation in 2015 led to the establishment of new gover-
nance arrangements and institutions such as the interde-
partmental working group Asylum or the Contact Point
Housing and made the landscape of stakeholders more
complex and variegated. The empirical analysis showed,
furthermore, that housing of asylum seekers is a con-
tested field indeed, for several reasons. First, since the
increasingly tight housing market offers little availability
for this demanding group. Second, since the governance
of housing is characterized by many actors and diverse
interest conflicts between them, in a situation where a
couple of new collaborations and governance arrange-
ments had to be established on short notice. Third, since
there is discrimination and racism, which aggravate the
situation for asylum seekers to find appropriate hous-
ing. While the “chaotic” conditions of 2015 are no longer
a reality, the housing of asylum seekers and the social
housing market, in general, remain a challenge for urban
planning and policy-making in Leipzig. This fact clearly
indicates that the issue is much more complex and of
long-term relevance than the sheer problemof the “num-
ber” of refugees arriving in 2015. The example of GoA
in Leipzig shows the challenges and problems of dealing
with a new policy field and integrating it into more gen-
eral governance arrangements.
With regard to its accommodation concept, Leipzig
can be seen as a pioneer of a progressive municipal asy-
lum policy in Germany and Europe. This concept was po-
litically controversial from the beginning, and the condi-
tions of housing as part of the GoA turned out to be a
contested field, as analyzed in this article. The so-called
concept of decentralized accommodation did not work
properly from the outset due to inadequate planning and
implementation; there has been a divergence between
claim and reality from the beginning. In 2015–2016when
the number of asylum seekers in Leipzig peaked after a
steady increase since 2009, the accommodation concept
could not be implemented because the housing mar-
ket in Leipzig was strained and it was practically impos-
sible for asylum seekers to find appropriate affordable
housing. Although the city reacted to the tense housing
market with a new housing policy concept for Leipzig,
refugees, and asylum seekers, and their supply of hous-
ing did not appear in it sufficiently. The planning con-
cepts and the relevant policy areas have not been linked;
refugees and asylum seekers play no role in municipal
planning documents. Rather, a specific governance struc-
ture has been established to care for their accommoda-
tion, but independently from the system due to which
the accommodation concept works. Civil society initia-
tives were included in the arrangements established in
2015 to provide housing for asylum seekers but they
were soon overstrained with this task.
All in all, the GoA can be embedded in a highly dy-
namic field and its arrangements face a certain tempo-
rality. From the time of its drafting until now, the im-
plementation of the accommodation concept ran after
the real developments such as the number of arrivals
or the changes in the housing market. After all, the
decisions about concepts, policies, and available finan-
cial means related to the design of the GoA are abun-
dant on political majorities in the City Council. The de-
velopments and reactions in 2015 and beyond brought
political-administrative stakeholders and civil society ac-
tors to the limits of feasibility. Currently, no political ef-
forts are recognizable that would substantially change
this situation.
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